FutureLearn data: what we currently have, what we are learning and how it is demonstrating learning in MOOCs.
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ABSTRACT. Compared to other platforms such as Coursera and EdX, FutureLearn is a relatively new player in the MOOC arena and received limited coverage in the Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining research. Founded by a partnership between the Open University in the UK, the BBC, The British Library and (originally) 12 universities in the UK, FutureLearn has two distinctive features relevant to the way their data is displayed and analyzed: 1) it was designed with a specific educational philosophy in mind which focuses on the social dimension of learning and 2) every learning activity provide opportunities for formal discussion and commenting. This workshop provided an opportunity to invite contributions spanning several areas of investigation and development. The papers collated in this proceeding include: 1) the development of dashboards to support the analytical exploration of FutureLearn Data (León-Urrutia, and Vigentini), 2) the application of analytical methods to understand and improve learners’ engagement and participation, especially understanding patterns of communication in FL (Chua, Tagg, Sharples and Rientes) and the comparison of FutureLearn and ED-X data to predict attrition (Cobos, Wilde and Zaluska); 3) an example of the use of analytics to support the future pedagogical development of FL MOOCs (Vulic, Chitsaz, Prusty and Ford).
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1 Introduction

Many higher education institutions have invested in the development of MOOCs. Some have partnered with one or more leading MOOC providers leveraging on the capabilities of different platforms (i.e. Coursera, EdX, FutureLearn etc.) [9, 12]. Others have been experimenting with a collection of open resources and encouraged learners to participate in learning experiences at scale, without the constraints of specific platforms.
and promoting a connectivist experience of learning [1, 6, 10, 13, 16, 18]. With the experimentations in learning design, many started to question the effectiveness of the forms of learning that can be supported by the introduction, and given that a large amount of data has become available, it is timely to explore how to best make use of it.

In fact, with the increased availability of MOOC data, there is an opportunity to provide insights to educators and developers into learners’ behaviours, and empower learners to understand their patterns of engagement and performance through learning analytics [19]. Providing insights to educators allows exploring learning design at scale and has the potential to inform pedagogy. Empowering learners using learning analytics can improve the learning experience and develop crucial metacognitive skills essential for self-directed and lifelong learners. In more recent times there has been a shift from descriptive analytics to analytics able to inform and direct practice [5, 21, 22]. This was also advocated by Gasevic and colleagues as a key area of further research in their review of research in MOOCs [8]. In fact, despite the existing large body of research, there are two crucial problems hindering the application of learning analytics methods to support and shape pedagogy in MOOCs: 1) the constraints of the platforms (i.e. the tools and course design) and 2) the availability of data when it is needed.

Looking at the wealth of research in MOOCs, a great deal of it is conducted ‘post-hoc’, when the respective platforms release the data for exploration, and often data is locked within institutions limited by their agreements with platform providers. Research has looked at Coursera data [2, 15] and the dashboard offered to partners’ institutions [7]. In addition, the relative openness of EdX, allowed different teams to develop extensions/plugins to access and use analytics [4, 14, 17, 20].

FutureLearn went down a different pathway, focusing on standardization and simplicity, offering data files to partner institutions to enable them to make sense of the interaction occurring in the various courses. Additionally, a report (based on R scripts) is offered to stakeholders, but this is limited in several ways: 1) it is static, 2) it focuses on selected information and, 3) most importantly, it does not provide ‘real-time’ access to data. The lack of a tool to visualise data from the engagement with FL MOOCs sparked two separate initiatives to develop tools bringing analytics to different stakeholders [3, 11].

2 Scope and opportunity

The workshop was conceived as an opportunity to invite contributions and share the work already done by several FL partner institutions showcasing existing processes, methods and tools used to analyse, present and use the data offered by the FL platform. Submissions were invited along two streams: a research/practitioner track and a technical track. These were intended to present case studies demonstrating how practitioners use the data to inform pedagogical design, what questions and findings researchers uncover in the data (and what is still missing), and the type and nature of technology stack explored to analyse and present data.

The Workshop was intended for those who wish to understand the possibilities offered by the data already offered by FutureLearn, discuss and share innovations, impact
on education, and explore future directions in the application of learning analytics (LA) to Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) designed and developed in the FutureLEarn platform. It was expected that likely interested participants would be:

— Educators/teachers and researchers,
— technologists and educational developers
— learning scientists and Data scientists/analysts
— academic managers
— entrepreneurs
— and anyone else interested in MOOCs (focusing on FutureLearn in this workshop) and LA.

3 Outcomes of the Workshop

The Workshop was well received, with 32 participants attending. The original aspiration for collating several submissions was well matched by the 3 accepted submissions and the invited papers, which include three broad areas of interest:

1. The development of dashboards to support the analytical exploration of FutureLearn Data (León-Urrutia, and Vigentini),
2. The application of analytical methods to understand and improve learners’ engagement and participation, especially understanding patterns of communication in FL (Chua, Tagg, Sharples and Rientes) and the comparison of FutureLearn and ED-X data to predict attrition (Cobos, Wilde and Zaluska);
3. An example of the use of analytics to support the future pedagogical development of FL MOOCs (Vulic, Chitsaz, Prusty and Ford).

More specific details can be found in the various papers, briefly summarised in the following overview.

3.1 The development of dashboards to support the analytical exploration of FutureLearn Data

Two examples of dashboard development were presented, and the code was shared (see end notes). The work done at the University of Southampton and UNSW Sydney followed very similar paths, leveraging a very similar technology stack. Using R scripts, the Shiny dashboards library and a web-server, the two project demonstrated how, starting from the simple data files provided, the data could be processed, visualised and organised for different stakeholders to provide not only an overview of participants’ engagement with platform, but allowed a deep drill-down into activities in each individual course providing a wealth of opportunities to initiate conversations with both academic manager and educational development teams behind the design and delivery of FL MOOCs. Both projects were successful in explicitly attempting to fill the analytical gap and make FL data usable for partners. Also, both projects are still ongoing, and new features and improvements are being constantly implemented.
3.2 The application of analytical methods to understand and improve learners’ engagement and participation

Another two, very different examples presented how the data provided by FL can be used by researchers to delve deeper into pedagogical questions involving learners engaging with FL MOOCs. The first example (Chua, Tagg, Sharples and Rientes), explores how the engagement with learning conversations evolves in FL MOOCs, keeping into account the pedagogical philosophy behind the ‘conversations in context’ allowing learners to comment directly in each step (or unit of content). The authors provide a categorization of the learners’ contributions quantifying the dynamics of conversations in the discussion activities, detailing how social learners contribute in the course steps. The second paper (Wilde, Cobos, and Zaluska) provides a comparison of attrition across two different MOOC platforms. The authors discuss the differences between the datasets provided in Ed-X and FL and applied several machine learning algorithms on the data to predict attrition levels for each course. The analysis suggests that the attribute selection must be considered carefully in each scenario as their analysis identified different patterns of outcomes using the same predicting algorithms.

3.3 The use of analytics to support the future pedagogical development of FL MOOCs

The final paper takes a practitioner perspective and shows how the insights emerging from the data provided through the UNSW dashboard has been used to directly engage the academic leads into a conversation about the pedagogy and effectiveness of the course. The conversation led to refinements of the Engineering MOOC which ultimately led to improvements in the student experience (Ford et al. in press).

3.4 Overall takeaways

As well as the contributions from the speakers, several participants representing four continents brought to the table questions and issues they face, the comparison with other MOOC platforms, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the FL learning analytics offering and shared their own experiences.

In line with the expectations, the workshop provided a tangible opportunity to:

─ Get an idea of the state of the art of work with FutureLearn data across institutions, disciplines and roles;
─ Discuss cases, issues and problems, sharing outcomes (both successes and failures in using the data offered);
─ Reflect on the impact of the work presented on learning design and the learners’ experiences;
─ Enable the development of common tools that educators and researchers may be able to re-use in their own contexts;
─ Connect people with one another, in the broad area of data and LA applied to MOOCs and FutureLearn in particular.
— Explore opportunities of sharing results for cross-course analysis and benchmarking.

4 Future Directions

As a growing company, FutureLean has demonstrated their commitment to support partners, collaborate and co-develop effective solutions to improve research opportunities, learning design and ultimately the learners’ experience. However, several limitations were discussed, particularly by partners currently delivering (or developing) courses in FL. Here are some issues worth highlighting:

— Simplicity of datasets does not equate to accessibility of data: despite choosing a simple set of core datasets, many noted the gap (currently filled by the work presented with dashboards) in making the data usable by partners.

— Controlling the data is not always a good thing: especially when FL has relatively limited analytical capacity, it would be good to allow partnerships to support the understanding of engagement in FL and how this differs from other platforms. In this sense, providing similar datasets to other platforms will help to clearly determine the value added of the FL pedagogical design model.

— Personal information and data triangulation: this was seen as a major drawback for all partners present. In order to extract meaningful interpretations and allow for data triangulation, support interventions and post-course conversion, the current approach to data privacy adopted by FL is perceived as meaningless to Universities and educational organisations which are already well versed with the management and governance of students’ personal details.

— FLAN may not be enough: Most of the FutureLearn Academic Network events take place in the UK, with a few exceptions in other European countries. This was the first workshop of its kind at LAK. Most participants saw this as an excellent opportunity to present and share the work done by partners outside the UK/EU context and increase the opportunities for potential collaborations internationally. Given the expansion of FL partners in both Asia and the US, this was a welcome event which it is worth continuing in the future.
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